VENDOR PARTNER SOLUTIONS

When you need more customized capabilities, third-party solutions are the answer.

DHL’S PROVEN THIRD-PARTY VENDORS.

DHL partners with developers to provide you a fully integrated shipping solution to meet your specialized shipment processing needs or complex integration requirements. Take advantage of these powerful, multi-carrier systems – from desktop, server-based or web-based solutions to complete transportation and warehouse management systems.

Benefits

- Complex processes streamlined
- Customized business rules embedded
- Efficient transportation and warehouse management features
OUR GOAL: TO SUPPORT THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR YOUR BUSINESS.

A DHL module is available for most major third-party shipping systems. Once you’ve picked a third-party shipping system, we will help coordinate with the vendor, activate your account and get you started.

CUSTOMIZABLE AND FLEXIBLE

- Handle specialized shipment processing needs or complex integration requirements
- Leverage customer and order entry data captured elsewhere
- Streamline and customize shipment processing steps
- Prepare Customs documents for electronic submittal
- Access rate and service options across carriers
- Generate data for use in other components of an end-to-end supply chain solution

SOLUTION CAPABILITIES

- Select from desktop, server-based, or web-based solutions as well as a variety of batch and real-time integration options
- Compare rate and service options for multiple carriers or configure for DHL shipping only
- Choose carrier or shipment methods based on destination, transit time, or cost
- Customize reports, labels, and screen content
- Increase available floor space and lessen user training on multiple shipping systems
- Transmit the manifest to DHL electronically and print reports
- Receive service and technical support from a DHL Vendor Partner

Next Step

Get a complete list of vendors at www.dhl-usa.com/vendorpartner